We propose a new ghost fluid approach for free surface and solid boundary conditions in Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) liquid simulations. Prior methods either suffer from a spurious numerical surface tension artifact or drift away from the mass conservation constraint, and do not capture realistic cohesion of liquid to solids. Our Ghost SPH scheme resolves this with a new particle sampling algorithm to create a narrow layer of ghost particles in the surrounding air and solid, with careful extrapolation and treatment of fluid variables to reflect the boundary conditions. We also provide a new, simpler form of artificial viscosity based on XSPH. Examples demonstrate how the new approach captures real liquid behaviour previously unattainable by SPH with very little extra cost.
Introduction
Animating liquids like water via physical simulation remains a beguiling area. Many methods have been developed in graphics to solve various problems, both for realism of the results and for performance. Our focus here is Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), where the fluid is represented by material particles with relatively simple interactions via sums of smooth kernel functions and their gradients: see Monaghan for a detailed overview [2005] , which we assume as background knowledge. Most SPH methods enjoy automatic mass conservation (each particle represents a fixed amount of conserved mass, density is estimated by direct summation), accurate tracking of the fluid through space (due to the Lagrangian representation), and a conceptually simple algorithmic kernel (summing weighted kernels over nearby particles, with no systems of equations to solve or tricky geometric discretizations).
However, several problems remain: here we tackle the treatment of free surface and solid boundary conditions. Mass-conserving SPH methods, where density is estimated by a sum rather than evolved as a state variable, suffer serious errors near free surfaces causing unavoidable surface-tension-like artifacts and reduced stability. Prior * e-mail: (hagitsch|rbridson)@cs.ubc.ca
Figure 1: With our new boundary conditions, water pouring on to a sphere properly coheres to the underside, giving a realistic stream without excessive numerical surface tension.
treatments of arbitrary solid boundaries do not reflect the correct cohesive behaviour visible in many real world scenarios. Our Ghost SPH method resolves both by careful sampling of ghost particles in the air and solid regions near the fluid, and appropriate extrapolation of fluid quantities to the ghost particles. Our new sampling algorithm, an extension of a Poisson-disk method which accurately captures boundaries, is also of interest to other applications.
Related Work
SPH was independently introduced by Gingold and Monaghan [1977] and Lucy [1977] , and has since seen extensive use in physics research. The advantages above have also made it popular in computer graphics for a variety of liquid phenomena.
Monaghan's adaptation [1994] of SPH to free-surface flow serves as a basis for many later works. Müller et al. [2003] used a low stiffness equation of state along with surface tension and viscosity forces for interactive applications. Refined particle sampling near free surfaces for accuracy or efficiency is discussed in several works [Keiser et al. 2006; Adams et al. 2007; Solenthaler and Gross 2011] . Becker and Teschner [2007] reduce compressibility with the stiffer "Tait Equation", and introduce particle initialization with highly damped equations to reach a stable density near the surface, which we directly solve with ghost air particles.
Müller et al. seeded air particles to model bubbles [2003] . Keiser also used a narrow band of air particles to aid in surface tension and small bubbles [2006] -however, whereas this work's mirroring approach may create air sampling with widely varying density, we always seed ghost air particles with a near-rest-state distribution. Bonet and Kulasegaram [2002] modified the underlying SPH method with corrections to make the scheme numerically consistent, resolving density problems near boundaries as we do, but with significantly heavier calculation. Müller et al [2005] achieved two-way SPH fluid interaction using "color field"-derived curvature. Solenthaler and Pajarola [2008] introduced a modified density equation for accurate SPH density computation at the interface between the two fluids. However, this is not directly applicable to free surfaces.
Many SPH works represent solids with particles. Repulsion forces from solid particles are often used to avoid fluid penetrating solids [Monaghan 1994 ]. Two-way interaction between fluid and solid particles is also common [Keiser et al. 2006; Becker et al. 2009 ]. Colagrossi and Landrini more accurately captured velocity boundary conditions at solids by mirroring nearby fluid particles, but were limited to simple solid geometry [2003] . We handle velocities in a similar manner, but with solid bodies of arbitrary shape. Ihmsen et al. [2010] , like us, extrapolated fluid quantities into solid particles to improve solid boundary conditions, avoiding "stacking" and irregular pressure distributions in standing water situations; we further capture accurate cohesion to solids. Fedkiw and collaborators' "Ghost Fluid Method" [1999] , used extensively for Eulerian fluids including coupling to Lagrangian solids [Fedkiw 2002 ], inspires our velocity and density extrapolation to ghost particles at both solid and free surface boundaries.
Artificial viscosity is critical in SPH for stability and regularity. Many methods use Lucy's equations [1977] , e.g. [Monaghan 1994; Becker and Teschner 2007] . Müller et al. suggested another formulation based on second derivatives of a specially designed kernel [Müller et al. 2005; Müller et al. 2003 ]. Our artificial viscosity approach instead derives from the Monaghan's "XSPH" position update for handling shocks [1989] ; we extend this to a velocity update, and find it more intuitive and controllable than prior forms. Solenthaler and Pajarola's PCISPH [2009] replaces the equation of state, with its stability time step restriction, by an iterative solver for bringing the system to incompressibility. PCISPH allows much larger time steps and reduces the need for parameter tuning. While our examples use an equation of state, we use the same summedmass density and thus our Ghost SPH method can just as easily be used with PCISPH.
Our seeding algorithm is based on blue noise sampling original developed for rendering. Cook [1986] emphasized the virtues of Poisson-disk distributions for blue noise. Turk [1992] introduced a relaxation method for surface sampling. Dunbar et al. [2006] modified dart throwing to efficiently generate Poisson-disk distributions in 2D; Bridson [2007] simplified this with rejection sampling, extending it to higher dimensions with minimal implementation effort. We extend Bridson's algorithm to tightly sample the boundary of a domain as well as its interior.
The Basic Method
There is a wide variety of SPH methods; here we introduce our notation and present a common set of choices for graphics, which we call "Basic SPH". We also call attention to the problems we later will solve with our Ghost-SPH model.
Particle i has position xi, velocity vi, and mass mi (uniform across all particles), with acceleration ai computed from force divided by mi. Kernel function W is radially symmetric with a finite radius of support: our examples use Monaghan's M4 cubic spline [2005] with radius of support 3h for an average particle spacing of h, but this is orthogonal to the contributions of the paper.
Density Evaluation: One critical choice is how to compute density ρi at particle i. We advocate the popular direct summation estimate,
where Wij = W (xi − xj). This naturally conserves mass, and forces computed from this density directly correct deficiencies in the particle distribution, generally producing higher quality results.
Equation (1) is problematic near free surfaces. In the interior particles are surrounded by other particles, so an even distribution gives a roughly uniform density. Near a free surface, however, the air part of a particle's neighborhood is empty and the same distribution gives a much lower density estimate: see Figure 3 . The equation of state then causes particles to unnaturally cluster in a shell around the liquid, rebalancing density but causing a strong surface-tension-like artifact, stability and accuracy issues due to the distorted distribution, and a deformed initial shape as in Figure 4b and d.
An alternative is to evolve the density as an independent quantity with ∂ρ/∂t + ∇ · (ρv) = 0 [Monaghan 1994 ]: this eliminates the free surface problem, but discretization and integration errors in this equation permit drift from true mass conservation, leading to steadily worse particle distributions particularly around splashes.
Solid Boundaries:
We represent solids by sampling with particles.
The most common way of preventing liquid particles from penetrating solids is to apply repulsive forces near solid particles: our Basic-SPH examples use the Lennard-Jones approach advanced by Monaghan [1994] . However, while this aims to prevent liquid from entering a solid, it freely allows liquid to separate from a solidwhich is often just wrong. In typical scenarios, liquid can only separate from a solid if air can rush in to fill the gap: by default liquid shouldn't be able to leave, leading to the standard no-stick v·n = 0 boundary condition. This provides a visually critical form of cohesion, quite apart from surface tension, which our ghost treatment of solid boundaries enables (see Figures 1 and 11 as well as the accompanying video with real footage).
Solid Collisions:
Despite treating boundary conditions at the velocity level, truncation errors in time integration may allow liquid particle positions to stray inside solids. Therefore we check them against the solid geometry, represented by level sets for convenience, and if inside project them back to the outside.
Incompressibility:
In our examples we computed pressure from density using the Tait equation, Monaghan 1994 ] with k = 2000, but other equations or calculations such as PCISPH may serve equally well for the purposes of this paper.
Pressure Force: We used Monaghan's usual pressure gradient, −mi j mj pj/ρ 2 j + pi/ρ 2 i ∇Wij to compute the pressure force on particle i, but other formulas could be freely used.
XSPH: Noise in the raw particle velocities can make the simple position update
XSPH [Monaghan 1989 ] improves matters by blending in surrounding particle velocities with the addition of ǫ j (mj/ρj) (vj − vi) Wij where ǫ is a user-tuned parameter on the order of 0.5.
Artificial Viscosity: Some form of artificial viscosity is necessary to stabilize the inviscid equations. For Basic SPH we adopt the same model as Becker and Teschner [2007] with α = 0.0005. 
The Ghost SPH Method

Algorithm Overview
We solve the particle deficiency at boundaries and eliminate artifacts by (1) dynamically seeding ghost particles in a layer of air around the liquid with a blue noise distribution, (2) extrapolating the right quantities from the liquid to the air and solid ghost particles to enforce the correct boundary conditions, and (3) using the ghost particles appropriately in summations. Figure 2 shows the three classes of particles in a 2D simulation and Algorithm 3 gives full pseudocode for a time step. Mass, density, and velocity are assigned to ghost particles in the spirit of Fedkiw's Ghost Fluid Method: if a quantity should be continuous across a boundary, it is left as is in the ghost; if it is decoupled and may jump discontinuously, the fluid's value is instead extrapolated to the ghost.
XSPH Artificial Viscosity
Before describing the ghost treatment of boundary conditions, we introduce a simplification of the basic method which eases implementation. The goal of artificial viscosity is just to damp out nonphysical oscillations that plague the undamped method: a full treatment of physical viscosity, with a nonphysical coefficient tuned to stabilize the discretization, is overkill. We propose adopting the simpler XSPH style of damping noise, but at the velocity update level -this works just as well, but is cheaper and easier to tune, and further obviates the need for XSPH in the position update.
Every time step we take the step-advanced velocities v * i = vi + δt · ai and diffuse them with a tunable parameter ǫ = 0.05:
We can then evolve positions directly with the particle velocity,
Ghost Particles in the Air
Air particles are generated at the start of simulation within a kernel radius of the liquid, outside of solids: see Section 4.5. The ghost mass of each air particle is set to the mass of a liquid particle, and the ghost velocity of an air particle is set to the velocity of the nearest liquid particle (extrapolating, since in a free surface simulation, there isn't even a defined air mass or velocity). Under the p = 0 free surface boundary condition, we set the ghost air density equal to the rest density of the liquid, producing zero pressure.
Ghost air particles contribute to the density summation, and since they fill a thick enough layer around the liquid, this entirely solves the free surface density problem: see Figure 3 . As their density is the rest density, they contribute no pressure force on the liquid. We explicitly exclude them from the artificial viscosity, as they would add a slight bias in favour of the outermost particles' velocities.
To make the overhead of resampling negligible, we only resample every 10 time steps or so (twice per frame in our examples), and in interim steps advect the ghost air particles with their velocities. This is frequent enough that no appreciable drift of the ghost particles away from the liquid happens in practice. Figure 4 demonstrates the results of a zero-gravity hydrostatic test with Basic SPH vs. Ghost SPH. Our method keeps the fluid stable, maintains its original shape and volume, and conserves the initial uniform particle distribution and density. In contrast, in the Basic SPH model pressure pushes the outer particles inwards to reach a density equilibrium, forms a stiff shell of particles at the freesurface, and non-uniformly shrinks the fluid volume.
Ghost Particles in the Solid
Solid particles, like air particles, have a dual role: correcting the density summation near the boundary and implementing the right boundary condition in lieu of the basic method's Lennard-Jones approach. They too are seeded inside each solid within a kernel-radius layer of the solid surface, are assigned a ghost mass equal to the liqGhost SPH for Animating Water • 61:3 uid particles, and contribute to density summation in the liquid.
The solid boundary condition implies different treatment of ghost density. Pressure should be continuous through the boundary, thus we extrapolate fluid density (which controls pressure via the equation of state) by setting each ghost density to the nearest liquid particle's density. This naturally enforces the no-penetration and no-separation boundary condition (up to numerical errors). Note that while this is physically correct, when the boundary layer is under-resolved, as may happen in large-scale simulations, reverting to freely separating boundary conditions by disallowing negative pressures may provide more plausible results [Batty et al. 2007; Chentanez and Müller 2011] .
For an inviscid liquid, the associated no-stick condition implies the normal component of liquid and solid velocities match at the boundary, but that tangential components are completely decoupled: the liquid can freely slip past tangentially. We thus construct the ghost velocity at each solid particle by summing the normal component of the solid's true velocity and the tangential component of the nearest liquid particle's velocity:
See Figure 5 . Ghost solid velocities contribute to XSPH / artificial viscosity of Equation 2, reinforcing the velocity part of the solid boundary condition without introducing unphysical tangential drag.
Of course, for a visibly viscous liquid, the no-slip boundary condition may be more appropriate, where tangential components of solid and liquid velocities also match. In this case, setting the full ghost solid velocity to the real solid velocity, allowing its tangential component to enter the XSPH artificial viscosity term, gives rise to the desired stickiness; the ǫ parameter controls the stickiness and may be adjusted independently for the solid for artistic control. 
Sampling Algorithm
For seeding particles in the initial liquid, solid layer, and dynamic air layer we need fast isotropic uniform sampling which tightly fits given boundaries. The boundary fit rules out simple periodic patterns: Figure 6 illustrates the artifacts caused by simple grid sampling in the air. We turned to Poisson disk patterns, and specifically Bridson's fast rejection-based approach as the simplest to implement and modify in 3D [2007] . Throughout we take a parameter r proportional to the desired SPH inter-particle spacing and use it as the Poisson disk radius.
There are several components to our sampling, used depending on the context (liquid, solid, or air): sampling on the surface, relaxation on the surface, sampling in the volume, and relaxation in the volume.
For the initial liquid particles, we first sample the surface (represented by a level set for convenience), then improve that initial sampling with surface relaxation, then sample the interior volume, and finish with volume relaxation.
Solids are sampled the same way, but with a distance limit on the volume sampling since we only need a narrow band of particles.
Air sampling, and continuous liquid emission during the simulation, eschew the surface sampling and the relaxation, and instead just sample the required volume starting from existing nearby liquid particles which serve the role of the "surface". As a simple optimization, we do not sample air particles around isolated liquid particles, as their motion is just ballistic anyhow.
We use similar hashed acceleration grids to expedite the the acceptance/rejection search for point samples as we use for SPH summations. For air sampling we also include liquid and solid particles in the rejection test, as we must avoid sampling too close to the liquid or solid, and need not sample beyond one kernel-radius band of the liquid particles.
While reading through the following details of each step, refer to Figure 7 for an illustration of the different components in 2D, and Figure 8 for the interior relaxation in particular. Note that the method applies equally to any dimension, and may be applicable to many problems outside SPH.
Surface Sampling
We assume the surface geometry is given as a signed distance function: this permits fast projection of points to the surface. Pseudocode is provided in Algorithm 1. In the outer loop we search 61:4 • H. Schechter et al. for "seed" sample points on the surface, checking every grid cell that intersects the surface (i.e. where the level set changes sign) so we don't miss any components: in a cell we take up to t attempts, projecting random points from the cell to the surface and stopping when one satisfies the Poisson disk criterion, i.e. is at least distance r from existing samples. Once we have a seed sample, we continue sampling from it, taking a step of size e · r from the previous sample along a random tangential direction d, again projecting to the surface and checking the Poisson disk criterion. Parameters t = 30 and e = 1.085 worked well, but could be further tuned.
Algorithm 1 Surface Sampling
Input: Level set φ, radius r, # attempts t, extension e Output: Sample set S 1: for all grid cells C where φ changes sign do 2:
for t attempts do Generate random tangential direction d to surface at p 12:
Project q to surface of φ
14:
if q meets the Poisson Disk criterion in S then 15:
p ← q
Interior Sampling
In the interior sampling stage we run regular Fast Poisson Disk Sampling [Bridson 2007 ] but starting with the surface sample points as initial seeds, and using the level set to reject any samples outside the geometry. For solids, we also use the level set to avoid sampling beyond one kernel-radius into the interior. For air or continuous liquid emission, we use the existing liquid particles as the initial "surface" seeds, and for air also avoid sampling more than a kernel radius away from the liquid. As speed is critical for air and liquid emission during simulation, we reduce the maximum number of random attempts per sample t to 8; for initial liquid shapes and solids we take the usual t = 30.
Surface and Volume Relaxation
The goal of the relaxation procedure (Algorithm 2) is to reduce noise in the SPH density by optimizing sample locations. It runs twice during the initial particles seeding process, first for relaxing the surface samples and then for relaxing the volume samples.
We attempt to reposition each sample in turn so that it is a greater distance away from its closest neighbor, again using simple rejection sampling. The code takes t = 50 nearby random points (with distance from the sample decreasing through the iteration) and if any are further from other samples than the original position, we take the best. Surface sample candidates are additionally projected to the surface of the level set, and interior sample candidates are projected if outside the level set. We sweep through all the samples k times, with k = 5 for the surface and k = 30 for the volume.
Algorithm 2 Surface/Volume Relaxation
Input: Initial sample set S, level set φ, radius r, # sweeps k, and # attempts t Output: S relaxed sample set 1: for k sweeps do 2:
for all p ∈ S do 3:
Let B(p) ⊆ S be the samples within 2r of p 4:
Generate random vector f from unit sphere 9:
if p cand outside φ or came from surface sample then 11:
Project p cand to surface of φ 12:
SPH Density Distribution
Our stochastic sampling doesn't optimally pack samples together. Therefore we use an empirically determined radius of r = 0.92 h where h is the desired simulation particle spacing, thereby reaching an SPH density close to the target rest density. At the initial state, we further measure the average densityρ and scale the initial particle mass by ρ0/ρ where ρ0 is the target rest density: the densities then average exactly to ρ0, and we start very close to a correct physical equilibrium. In contrast, Basic SPH suffers from noticeable acoustic waves in the beginning of the simulation, which requires several hundred damped steps to reach an initial equilibrium. 
Temporal Coherence
Whenever we resample the air region, there can be a small change in the nearby density summations etc. which in principle could be a problem for temporal coherence. Since we resample twice per frame, this is not an issue -and even if we resampled less frequently we could always smoothly fade out the old air particles while fading in the new. That said, it's worth evaluating how small the change due to resampling is.
Consider a simple constant shear flow where only internal forces (pressure, artificial viscosity) act on the fluid. The exact solution has zero acceleration, which we use as a baseline to measure the general SPH error vs. the change due to air resampling. We ran this example with 6400 liquid particles initially in the unit square centered at (0, 0) with velocity field v(x, y) = (0, x).
We measure the acceleration Ai of a particle with the second order finite difference of position, and from that define two metrics,
where t n is the time at step n. The general SPH error is given by E n i , how far the acceleration deviates from the theoretical solution (zero), or in other words the SPH error. We estimate the jump due to resampling by comparing ∆E n i on the steps with resampling versus the other steps. Figure 9 shows both the average and the maximum of the metrics over all particles for the first few dozen steps. Every tenth step, after air resampling, we can see a telltale jump in the ∆Ei value. However, the jump is of the same magnitude as the SPH acceleration error Ei in steps without resampling, which is quite tolerable. 
Maximum Error
Step ( The accompanying video supports this, demonstrating stable flow in free fall stages and hydrostatic tests for example.
Results and Discussion
We ran our simulations on a quad-core Intel i7-2600 (8M Cache, 3.40 GHz) with 8GB memory. Neighbor searches and sampling were accelerated with background grid structures. We used OpenMP to parallelize particle computations.
Figures 10 and 11 show selected frames from our 3D simulation results, referred herein as the "tomato" and the "bunny" examples. Table 1 gives statistics on particle counts, overhead for ghost particles, and run time. The tomato example has a continuous emission of liquid particles, thus we report average liquid particle count and computation time over 16k time steps / 800 frames. Figure 11 of the tomato example compares Ghost SPH to Basic SPH with the same shared parameters. Basic SPH suffers severe surface tension artifacts at air and solid interfaces, lacks the physical cohesion between liquid and solid, and causes particles to form unnatural clusters instead of spray. Ghost SPH simulation comes much closer to the natural motion of the fluid flow (see the video for real footage), wrapping all the way around the tomato before freely leaving in a stream from the bottom -despite the small number of simulation particles.
The ghost air particles of Ghost SPH added a nontrivial 141% memory overhead in the tomato example, though a much smaller 9% overhead for the bunny. Asymptotically the memory overhead scales with the surface area, not the volume, and thus the overhead is reduced at higher resolutions. Interestingly, Ghost SPH only took 26% more computation time per time step than Basic SPH for the tomato, 1.29s versus 1.02s: we argue the considerable improvement in results at the same resolution is worth this small cost. The computation overhead cause is the air resampling step and the increased number of particles; on average air resampling took 11% of a simulation step computation time, density and particle neighbor data 56%, pressure force 19%, and XSPH for artificial viscosity and boundary conditions took 10% of the time. We also found the improved particle distribution at boundaries meant a much wider range of stiffness coefficients and artificial viscosities could work, simplifying parameter tuning; in some but not all simulations a much larger stable time step was possible than with Basic SPH, which lead to a net improvement in performance.
A larger 750k particle simulation of a double dam break (frame 250 to the left; also see the accompanying video) averaged 21.4s per step, demonstrating the expected linear cost.
Conclusions
Together our ghost treatment of solid and free surface boundaries, particle sampling algorithms, and new XSPH artificial viscosity allow significantly higher quality liquid simulations than basic SPH with only a moderate overhead. Our approach should extend easily to related methods such as PCISPH, and the sampling may find use in any particle simulation. Looking to the future, we plan to extend the ghost method to a more accurate treatment of surface tension and to two-way coupling with solids or other fluids. 
